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FOREWORD 
The papers in this RECORD will be of primary interest to those involved in 
the design and use of driver and vehicle simulation facilities and programs. 

Weir and Wojcik studied driver steering control in overtaking and pass
ing maneuvers and in random crosswind gust situations. They used a driv
ing simulator featuring a moving model landscape with a TV-projected 
roadway image and a car mounted on a chassis dynamometer. Transient 
properties of driver steering actions and resultant vehicle trajectories are 
said to compare favorably with those measured in prior full-scale field 
experiments. Thought-provoking comments by three discussants on the 
work by Weir and Wojcik suggest several means of extending the validity 
and usefulness of the techniques. 

The Kroll paper describes a modification of the BPR-CAL computer 
simulation of automobile dynamics aimed at producing a closed-loop con
trol mechanism suitable for use in the investigation of driver behavior. Of 
particular interest was behavior in emergency and precollision situations 
involving maneuvers at or near the limits of vehicle and driver control. 
The author describes the model and discusses its responses. 

In the final paper, Sussman, Sugarman, and Knight report their use of 
a simulator to study driver alertness. They attempted to (a) identify in
teractions of the vehicle, driver, and road environment that tend to reduce 
driver alertness; (b) measure these decrements in alertness; and (c) de
lineate a research program to develop countermeasures. Results pre
sented include a number of conclusions about reductions in alertness rela
tive to duration of trip and to a high level of acoustic noise. 
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SIMULATOR STUDIES OF THE 
DRIVER'S DYNAMIC RESPONSE 
IN STEERING CONTROL TASKS 
David H. Weir, Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California; and 
Charles K. Wojcik, Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineering, 

University of California, Los Angeles 

The UCLA driving simulator featuring moving model landscape and TV
projected roadway image has been used to study driver steering control in 
overtaking and passing maneuvers and random gust regulation tasks. The 
driver is seated in a car mounted on a chassis dynamometer whose speed 
determines the landscape velocity relative to the camera. The driver's 
steering output is fed to an analog computer that contains the vehicle equa
tions of motion, and its parameters define the vehicle's handling prop
erties. The camera has lateral position and heading degrees of freedom 
corresponding to motions of the subject vehicle. Comparisons with pub
lished field data verify that the simulator evokes similar control response 
from the same driver subjects in equivalent tasks, confirming the realism 
and utility of the simulator. The experimental series that was reported 
involved driver steering control to regulate the car during random
appearing crosswind gusts and to maintain the car in the center of the lane 
on a tangent roadway. The dynamic response properties of 5 driver sub
jects we re measured as quasi- linear de scribing functions. Although the data 
are exploratory, they do show fairly consistent values of driver time delay 
and control response bandwidth across subjects and good repeatability 
within subjects on successive runs. The data are consistent with previ
ously published models for driver steering control, and they provide some 
insight into the perceptual feedback structure that the driver may be using. 

•RECENT EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES using the UCLA driving simulator show the 
validity of simulator results relative to field studies and provide an estimate of the 
driver's dynamic response in random input steering tasks. This paper describes the 
TV-projected model landscape driving simulator and presents experimental measures 
of driver-vehicle system response. Emphasis is placed on driver steering control of 
passenger vehicles on 2-lane rural roads. Simulated tasks included overtaking and 
passing maneuvers and regulation during crosswind gusts. By mechanizing the vehicle's 
equations of motion on an analog computer, a broad range of vehicle handling can be 
simulated by adjusting the dynamic coefficients. 

Simulation is useful in driving research because limiting, critical situations can be 
studied safely; controlled conditions can be created; and task variables can be changed 
systematically. Typical practice (1, ~' l, .1., .§) generates the visual field image with 
closed-circuit TV on scale models, point light source shadowgram, preprogrammed 
film, and computer generation of roadway abstraction. The driver's station generally 
consists of a mockup of seat, controls, instrument panels, and .windshield display. It 
is usually a fixed-base device, although simple moving-base devices have been used 
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with limited success. Common deficiencies include inadequate visual field size, fram
ing, and reference points to indicate orientation of the driver or vehicle in the external 
world; lack of realistic vehicle response as reflected in the movement of the displayt!d 
cues; and improper steering feel and deficient self-centering properties. These de
ficiencies can be particularly troublesome in the study of steering control and vehicle 
handling tasks . 

The newly developed simulator at UCLA tries to overcome some of these shortcom
ings . Its description constitutes the next section of this paper . Mor e details of i ts 

onstruction are given elsewhere (1). In the r emainder of the paper, s ome exploratory 
results of the describing function are given for driver response with s imulated randolll
appearing crosswind gusts. 

SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION 

The driver is seated in a 1965 Chevrolet sedan mounted on a chassis dynamometer 
facing the TV projection screen. A separate room contains the analog computer, a 
1:72 scale model landscape, TV camera servo, and associated recording equipment. 
The setup is shown in Figure 1. 

The functional block diagram is shown in Figure 2. The analog computer is an EAl 
model TR-20. It contains the coupled lateral-directional equations of motion for the 
car, which are summarized in the Appendix, and provides heading rate and inertial 
lateral velocity signals to the 2 camera servos. Driver steering actions are fed to the 
analog computer, and the vehicle handling properties can be modified by changing the 
dynamic coefficients. Forward speed is controlled by the motion of the model land
scape, slaved t o the chassis dynamometer . The basic variables, as shown in Figure 2, 
use the notations given elsewhere (&, 1) . Table 1 gives these notations, the units com
monly used, and the range of the variables expected during simulator operation. 

Although the simulator is a fixed-base type, the vibration of the rear wheels on the 
dynamometer provides tactile sensation that varies with speed. The car contains con
ventional power steering, and the front wheels are mounted on spring-restrained 
swiveling turntables to provide fairly realistic feel and self-centering properties. The 
self-centering properties are not perfect, however, and there is some hysteresis that 
the driver must remove to avoid drifts. The speedometer displays twice the actual 
rear wheel speed (the landscape belt speed is doubled accordingly) in order to main
tain road noise at a realistic level. This very approximately doubles the available ac
celeration rate at any given speed and gives a sensitive throttle response. 

SC SN 

CONTROL 
CONSOLE 

STEER 
A!IGLE 

ANALOG 
COMPUTER 

CAMERA 
DRIVE 

MODEL 
LANDSCAPE 

1------"'lfEa:.,:J\D::..:l-"'t/G'-'----I TV CAMERA 1--------~ 
POSITION 

Figure 1. Topological diagram of driving simulator. 
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Figure 2. Overall functional block diagram. 

The TV camera is a black-and-white GPL Model 1000, with up to 1,000 lines of 
horizontal resolution, 15 MHz bandwidth, and a scan rate of 525 lines per frame. The 
camera lens is an f 2 .0 Schneider Xenon with a 16-mm focal length, operating through 
two 1.5-in. silvered prisms to lower the optical axis to 0.75 in. (equivalent to a full
scale eye height of 48 in.). The TV projector is a Prizomatic 5XTP that is mounted 
directly above the vehicle. It has a fixed orientation. The included horizontal angle 
of the visual field is about 40 deg, and the driver is seated relative to the projected 
image in correspondence to the camera image. The streamer and geometric cues used 
for directional control are strong and seem adequate for foveal and parafoveal vision. 
The resolution of the projected image is such that an object the size of an oncoming ve
hicle can be distinguished as present (if not identified) at an equivalent full-scale dis
tance of about ¼ mile (the length of the moving belt landscape). The overall impression 
is one of driving in desert terrain under a heavy, dark overcast. After familiarization, 
the subjects reported that it seemed very realistic. A typical projected scene as viewed 
by the driver is shown in Figure 3. 

Provision is also made to control and measure the position of lead and oncoming 
cars relative to the subject vehicle. These other vehicies are fixed to tapes (roadway 
lanes) that move in relation to the model landscape. This is shown in Figure 4, together 
with the TV camera mount. 

The lack of motion cues always has at least a minor effect on a fixed-base simulation 
of this type. In driving maneuvers and disturbance regulation, the lateral acceleration 

motion cue provides a useful high-frequency 
(rapid) cue that alerts the driver to an in
put onset and provides feedback regarding 

TABLE 1 

DEFINITION OF SIMULATION VARIABLES 

Variable 

Forward velocity, ft/sec 
Steer angle, rad 
Heading angle, rad 
Heading rate, rad/sec 
Lateral acceleration, g 
Lateral velocity, ft/sec 
Inertial lateral velocity, 
Lateral deviation, ft 

ft / sec 

Nota tion 

U or U, 
o. 
,b 

r 
a, 
V 

Y, 
Y, 

Range 

0 to 100 
±0.2 
±0.2 
±0.3 
±0.3 
±10 
±20 
±20 

the initial results of his steering response. 
Without vestibular cues the driver must 
wait until the change in the visual display 
exceeds the threshold, and this delay is 
increased by any camera servo deadband. 
The net effect can be treated as an in
crease in the driver's effective time delay, 
and this results in reduced performance 
potential. In this simulation the effect does 
not appear to be significant. This is con
firmed by the experimental results (1), 
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Figure 3. Road scene as viewed by driver. 

which show good comparison between field and simulator results for the same tasks 
and subjects. 

SIMULATED VEHICLE DYNAMIC RESPONSE 

Several vehicles with different handling properties have been simulated to date. The 
one used in the experiments reported here 
was a nominally loaded full-sized station 
wagon with less than ideal handling prop
erties. 

The assumed design parameters and 
vehicle stability derivatives are given in 
Table 2 and use the notations given in the 
Appendix. Substituting these stability de
rivatives into the lateral-directional equa
tions of motion and rearranging give the 
following vehicle-motion-to-steer-angle 
input transfer functions: 

Lateral velocity 

::..._ = 91(s - 16.4) 
Ow s2 + 2(0.79)(3.3)s + (3.3) 2 ( 1) 

Heading rate 

r 
6. 

19.5(s + 2.8) 
s z + 2(0.79)(3.3)s + (3.3) 2 (2) 

Lateral deviation (position in lane) 

91[s 2 + 2(0.19)(7.4)s + (7.4) 2
] ( 3) 

s fr [s2 + 2(0.79)($.3)s -1 (3.3) 2] 

The dynamic response properties are sim-
Figure 4. TV camera, other vehicles, and model 

landscape. 



ilar to those of the test vehicle used in 
prior field experiments (.§). 

The analog computer diagram is shown 
in Figure 5. The kinematic variation of 
speed in the equations (i. e., the U'lt term) 
was accounted for by using the speed sensed 
by a belt-driven tach-generator. Some of 
the stability derivatives (Yv, Yr, N v, and 
N r) are inversely proportional to speed in 
the nominal driving range (45 to 60 mph); 
however, fixed settings corresponding to 
60 mph were used for simplicity. Where 
possible, the experimental tasks were 
planned for a constant 60 mph. Operation 
at speeds below the design values results 
in a less responsive vehicle than would 
normally be the case if the derivatives were 
speed varying (_§) . 

5 

TABLE 2 

DYNAMIC PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATED CAR 

Design Parameters 

Notation 

m (slugs) 

U, (ft/s ec) 

Y °'' (lb/rad) 

Ya, (lb/ rad) 

a (ft) 

b (ft) 

I,. (slug-fl') 

l (ft) 

Amount 

151 

88 

6,860 

11,700 

5. 77 

4.14 

4,060 

9. 91 

Stability Derivatives 

Notation 

Y, (sec- 1
) 

Y, (ft/sec-rad) 

N, (rad/ft-sec) 

YO (ft/sec'-rad) 

No' (sec-') 

N,: (rad/ft-sec) 

Y,, (sec- 1
) 

Amow1t 

-2.8 

1.33 

0.05 

-2.45 

91 

19. 5 

-0. 003 

-0. 035 

Although the analog computer provides a good representation of the vehicle steering 
response, the camera servo drive for heading has a small amount of backlash that re
sults in a deadband and hysteresis. The magnitude of the deadband is less than a degree , 
but it may be important for small heading corrections and accurate disturbance error 
regulation. 

OVERTAKING AND PASSING EXPERIMENTS 

A major objective of the overall research study was to replicate full-scale field 
measurements of driver control for simulator validation. Previously published response 
and performance measurements for overtaking and passing tasks with and without an 

-16 1/1 -----<>------< >----' 

-471lw-----< 

V 

-478w------l 

Figure 5. Analog computer mechanization. 
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oncoming vehicle (8) provided a 
useful field data base. These tasks 
were repeated in the simulator by 
the same driver subjects so that at 
least some subjects served as their 
own controls. If transfer effects 
are negligible, any differences for 
these subjects would be due to 
physical effects such as lack of 
vestibular cues, degree of visual 
realism, and differences in han
dling dynamics. 

Details of these experiments are 
given elsewhere (_!). To summa
rize, the simulator results were 
in good agreement with the previ-
ously published field data (fil for 

Poth 

Driver 

Simulated 
Random 
Gust ,r

9 

Vehicle 

Visual Feedback Cues 

Figure 6. Driver control loops. 

comparable tasks. The same relative changes occurred in field and simulator as the 
tasks changed. With comparable controlled element dynamics and the same driver sub
ject, both the absolute levels of driver-vehicle response in a given task and the magni
tudes of the change between situations were quite similar in field and simulator. These 
results confirmed the validity of the simulator task with respect to evoked response 
and performance. 

RANDOM CROSSWIND GUST EXPERIMENTS 

In contrast to overtaking and passing, continuous closed-loop operation by the driver 
dominates in the presence of a random-appearing disturbance input such as a crosswind 
gust. With continuous control, on-the-average frequency response properties of the 
driver can be measured as a describing function. 

Models for the driver in continuous control task have been described previously (7, 
fil. Several feedbacks such as heading angle or rate and path angle or rate were shown 
to be good "inner loop" control cues, while a necessary "outer loop" for trim control 
seems to be lateral deviation in the lane. With a dynamic simulator of the sort used 
in the experiments it is possible to structure regulation tasks and measure the driver's 
response under the interpretation that certain feedbacks are dominant; and this is ac
complished as described in the following. Investigation of the more fundamental ques
tion of which feedback structures are operant in a given driving situation requires ex
tension of these experimental techniques, and has yet to be accomplished. 

These experiments were set up so that the driver's steering response resulted from 
his operation on heading angle, '11, and lateral deviation, y1, cues. The multiloop block 
diagram shown in Figure 6 for this case is the simplified version of the diagram shown 
in Figure 2. The driver's task is to maintain the car in the center of the lane (at 60 
mph) in the presence of the equivalent crosswind gust signal. 

Because only 1 gust input is being used, the analyses concentrated on the middle-
and high-frequency driver response data that are dominated by the heading disturbance 

in this task. Then the lateral deviation outer 
loop is assumed to result in low-frequency 
corrections to reduce errors that accumulate 

Gust , rg 

Vehi cle, 

Ye= i (t) 

Figure 7. Simplified system for data interpretation. 

despite the driver's attempting to maintain 
the car heading parallel with the roadway . 
The fidelity of the measurements is reflected 
in the linear correlation in the data between 
the disturbance input and the driver's steer
ing response, as measured by pf2

, 

With this interpretation, the driver-vehicle 
system takes the single-loop form shown in 
Figure 7, which accounts for the dominant 
characteristics in this task. The vehicle's 
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dynamics, Ye, are given by integrating the heading rate to steer-angle transfer function 
in Eq. 2, and the result is approximately a simple integration or K/s controlled ele
ment; i.e., 

Ye = ~ = _! (.E.) ... Kc 
flw S flw S 

(4) 

In this case, the driver model, YP, takes the form of a pure gain plus time delay, as 
follows: 

(5) 

as shown elsewhere (J.., _g). The complex frequency, jw, is used (instead of s) in the 
driver-describing function because the describing function is computed by taking the 
ratio of cross spectra that are Fourier transforms. 

The heading rate gust disturbance s ignal, r., was a random-appearing sum of equal 
amplitude sine wave s with component frequencies at 0.5, 1.26, 3.0 and 6.3 rad/sec, 
and an rms amplitude of 1.8 deg/sec. The camera servo acted as an integrator that 
produced a heading angle disturbance that rolled off at 20 dB/decade, as if low-pass 
filtered. The resulting heading angle disturbance appeared to have a bandwidth of 
about 0.7 to 1.0 rad/sec on the display, with an rms amplitude of approximately 1.7 
deg. The subjective effect is not unlike that of driving a very gust-sensitive car in an 
intermittent crosswind. 

DRIVER-DESCRIBING FUNCTION DATA 

The driver model (7) provides for his equalization of the vehicle dynamics such that 
the combined driver-vehicle system properties are approximately invariant. The re
sult is that the driver-vehicle describing function for closed-loop operation on a dis
played cue has the general form 

Y We e-(T.jw+ Cll / jw) Yp e .... 
]W 

(6) 

TABLE 3 

SUBJECT BACKGROUND 

Years 
Passes on Rural Roads 

Subject Age 
Driving 

Personal Vehicle Remarks on Simulator Realism 
Last Month Last Year 

B 48 18 1962 Mercury Comet 0 10 

C 23 7 1969 Ford Econoline Steering was oversensitive; simulation 
Van seemed OK for cues. 

D 34 18 1965 Ford Mustang; 15 50 Vehicle response was realistic; it was easy 
1969 VW squareback to project oneself into task so that lack of 

visual field acuity and limited peripheral 
cues are not noticed. Lateral accelera-
tion cues are missed in first fraction of 
second following steering inputs. 

E 30 14 1968 Volvo 144 0 20 Visual scene was like heavy overcast with 
light rain. Some ill effects were due to -
lack of motion cues. Vehicle seemed 
somewhat oversensitive and gusts were 
too lively. Considering limitations, how-
ever, simulator seemed surprisingly 
realistic. 

F 30 13 1964 Buick station 10 :;o Could not judge center of lane well. Ve-
wagon; 1968 Karman hicle 2 handled naturally. Visual scene 
Ghia was like light snow condition. 
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where YP is the driver and Ye is the controlled element. The parameter We is the Bode 
crossover frequency (or closed-loop system gain) and provides a good estimate of the 
driver-vehicle system bandwidth. The effective time delay is -r. as shown in Eq. 5. 
The additional parameter, C\'., accounts for the driver's low-frequency phase lag (often 
attributed to his neuromuscular properties). 

The output to error describing the function of Eq. 6 was measured directly on-line 
by using the describing function analyzer (DFA), Systems Technology, Inc., model 
1001. This DFA also supplies the random-appearing heading rate disturbance input 
described previously. The driver-describing function, Yp, is computed from w/w. by 
dividing by the assumed vehicle dynamics or controlled element, Ye = w/ o.. Each ex
perimental run lasted 100 sec . 
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Estimates of driver-vehicle model pa TABLE 4 

rameters given in Eq. 6 have been made by SUMMARY OF DESCRIBING FUNCTION RESULTS 

using the DFA results for several runs on 
each of 5 driver subjects whose back
grounds are given in Table 3. The indi
vidual data runs are shown in Figure 8, 
with YP Ye on the right and the computed 
YP on the left. The averaged parameters 
for the fitted curves are given in Table 4. 
Also given in Table 4 are the closed-loop 
phase margin, cp., gain margin , G", and 
zero phase margin crossover frequency, 

Subject 

B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

w, 
(rad/sec) 

1. 7 
1. 8 
1. 7 
2. 9 
2. 3 

cp, 
(deg) 

35 
36 
24 
27 
28 

G, 
(dB) 

8.3 
7. 5 
6. 9 
2. 9 
5.6 

r. 
(sec) 

0.34 
0.35 
0.41 
0.24 
0.32 

w, 
(rad/sec) 

3.8 
4.1 
3.3 
4.3 
4.3 

9 

p( 

0.47 
0.65 
0.54 
0.46 
0.58 

w., which relate to system stability and the quality of control. The average linear cor
relation, ""fi?, is the fraction of the total heading rate error that is linearly correlated 
with the gust input-the average coherence. Values in the range of 0.5 to 0.6 indicate 
that the majority of the driver's steering actions are heading angle or heading rate 
corrections that are correlated with the gust input, and these values are consistent 
with prior instrument display data. The ratio of a.2/ a/ is the total heading rate error 
variance over the total heading rate input (r,) variance, and the larger values shown in 
Figure 8 may imply that the driver is using a low-frequency heading bias to correct 
residual errors in lateral deviation (Fig. 6). 

The dominant features of the data are the consistent similarity in crossover fre
quency, effective time delay, and stability margins. This is true not only for one sub
ject (as expected) but also for all subjects. The crossover frequency is bounded on the 
low side by the gust bandwidth in which the former has to be nearly twice the latter to 
achieve effective control (~. Crossover frequency is limited on the upper side by the 
effective time delay (due to driver and car) and stability considerations. The repeat
ability in the data is associated with these task-related constraints. 

The measured driver-response properties and stability margins are compatible with 
inner-loop crossover frequency predictions made for similar vehicle-task situations 
in prior studies (7, 8), implying strongly that heading angle is a reasonable inner-loop 
cue in the multiloop-driver-vehicle system structure. Lagged heading rate is a reason
able alternative, but simple proportional operation on (unlagged) heading rate is not a 
compatible alternative because (a) it is inconsistent with the previously noted form of 
YpYc based on a large body of prior data and (b) the effective gust bandwidth of 6.3 
rad/ sec would then be prohibitively large. Finally, the observed values of r. and cp. 
are more consistent with prior data for Ye = K/ s (i.e., heading angle) than for Ye = K 
(i.e., heading rate). 

The peaking up of the high-frequency amplitude ratio for subjects C, E, and F (Figs. 
8b, 8d, and 8e) indicates that they are using lead equalization to offset the additional 
high-frequency lag in the simulated car. The result is given in Table 4 as a lower ef
fective time delay, which in turn permits a higher crossover frequency (with the same 
stability margins) and better gust-regulation performance. The stability margins for 
each driver are large enough to give smooth (comfortable) response, as well as rapid 
error reduction. The a measures are somewhat unreliable because they represent a 
least squares fit to only the middle 2 frequency points. 

These exploratory data show that repeatable measures of driver response in closed
loop steering control tasks can be made. Not unexpectedly, the results are consistent 
with predictions from prior (empirically derived) driver-vehicle models, and they pro
vide added insight into the multiloop feedback structure that the human operator may 
adopt when provided with a cue-rich, real-world visual field. 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

A major objective was to implement and exercise a driving simulator useful in the 
study of driver control processes and to establish the validity of simulation results by 
comparison with published field data for similar subjects and tasks. This has been 
accomplished. The dynamic response and performance of the simulator are subjectively 
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realistic, and data yielded by the simulator are similar to field data. The simulator 
data also show the same sensitivity to variations in tasks and conditions as do the field 
data. By mechanizing the vehicle's differential equations on an analog computer, a 
broad range of vehicles can be simulated by simply adjusting dynamic coefficients. 

Driver-describir..g functions have been measured in a simulated crosswind gust reg
ulation task. These exploratory results were repeatable and compatible with existing 
driver-vehicle system models. The numerical parameters confirmed prior estimates 
of closed-loop properties and provided new insight to the possible driver-vehicle system 
multiloop structure. 

These analyses and data confirm that the UCLA driving simulator using a model
landscape TV display is an effective applied research tool and that it is useful in the 
study of a broad range of driving tasks and potentially hazardous situations. 
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APPENDIX 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL VEHICLE DYNAMICS 

The lateral motions of a car, which dominate in steering control and are represented 
in the simulator system, are shown in Figure 9. The defined symbols are given in 
Table 1. 
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Figure 9. Motion quantities for directional control. 
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The lateral-directional matrix equation for a car with lateral velocity, v, and head
ing 1·ate, r, is summarized in Eq. 7 as follows [ degrees of freedom are derived else
where (fil] : 

rs - Yv U
0 

- Yr][v] = [Yo,] o. + [Yv•]v. l -NV s - Nr r No. Nv g 

(7) 

where s is the Laplace transform complex variable. The front wheel steer angle is o., 
and v • is a lateral velocity gust. The stability derivatives are defined in terms of ve
hicle and tire design parameters by the following expressions: 

Yv = -i (Yet + Yet .) 
2 

Yo = - Ycx mo 1 2 • m 1 

Yr = t (bYcx - aYa ) 
2a 

No = I Yet Ill o 2 1 w zz 1 

Nv = I t (bYet - aYcx ) 
zz o 2 1 

Yv g 
- qA C 
- mUo Y/3g 

Nr -2 ( 2 2 ) = f7T a Yet + b Ya. 
zz o l 2 

N •• 
_ qAt C 
- I :,Uo "/3• 

The design parameters on the right of these equations are defined as follows: m is the 
total vehicle mass; Uo is the nominal forward velocity; Yet

1 
is the side force due to front 

tire slip angle; Ya.
2 

is the side force due to rear tire slip angle; a is the distance of the 
center of gravity aft of the front axle; b is the distance of the center of gravity aft of 
the rear axle; lzz is the total vehicle yaw moment of inertia; q is the aerodynamic pres
sure; A is the projected frontal area; t = a+ b and is the wheel base; and CY/3, and 

c. 13• are the aerodynamic coefficients. More detailed descriptions are given by Weir, 

Shortwell, and Johnson (§). 
Normally Y, is much less than U o• Another simplification shown in Eq. 7 is the 

deletion of the gust terms, Yv, :µid Nv, , from the left side because they are small rela
tive to the tire forces and moments, Yv and N ,, at reasonable speeds. They are in
cluded on the right side to provide for force and moment disturbance inputs to the 
simulation. 

These equations dealing with 2 degrees of freedom do not include the roll mode. It 
can have considerable influence on them by modifying the effective YO! and Yet , mainly 
because of roll steer and camber thrust effects. Knowledge of the cofuplete equations 
dealing with 3 degrees of freedom and complete data allows this correction to be made 
in the model dealing with 2 degrees of freedom. Another result of including a roll de
gree of freedom is the appearance of a usually inconsequential high-frequency dipole 
pair in the lateral-directional transfer functions. Hence, the equations dealing with 2 
degrees of freedom that were used in the simulation reflect the major effects of the roll 
mode without including it explicitly. 
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DISCUSSION 
Howard Dugoff, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Command, Warren, Michigan 

The paper by Weir and Wojcik represents impressive engineering achievements in 
the hardware and software specialties for which the authors and their respective organ
izations have already earned wide and well-deserved reputations. My discussion is 
concerned not only with the engineering aspects of the work but also with the implica
tions or, more precisely, with the implications that the authors attribute to it. Like 
most discussants, I am going to talk less about what the investigators did do than about 
what they did not do. 

I want to make a couple of points with regard to specific features of the simulation. 
First, the simulator is configured to provide "double the acceleration rate at any 
speed," which I interpret to mean double the actual acceleration rate of the simulated 
vehicle on the road. Because the apparatus is being used to investigate passing ma
neuvers that do involve acceleration, this seems to be an extremely undesirable charac
teristic. Would it not be both feasible and worthwhile to program the chassis dyna
mometer so that not only the road noise is kept to a realistic level but also the vehicle 
performance characteristics are accurately simulatP.d? 

Second, kinesthetic feedback at the simulator steering wheel is produced by mounting 
the simulator vehicle's front wheels on spring-restrained turntables. This expedient 
results in steering wheel torques that are proportional to steer angle. But aligning 
torques in real vehicles are functions of tire sideslip angles and not steer angles. Even 
in the linear motion regime, for which the simulator is basically designed, there can 
be significant differences between steer angles and sideslip angles, particularly in 
lane-change maneuvers or maneuvers under wind gust loadings. In fact, one of the 
principal mechanisms whereby wind loadings perturb the real-world driving process 
is through the steering wheel feedback, which is not modeled in this simulation. Given 
that one of the principal program objectives was to produce a simulation with steering 
feedback characteristics that would overcome deficiencies found in past simulations, 
particular efforts to eliminate this infidelity would appear to be warranted. I would 
speculate that an active system for accurately simulating steering feedback effects 
could be put together reasonably cheaply by using an electrohydraulic servo system in 
conjunction with a minimal amount of analog-computing equipment. 

The authors have demonstrated strong similarities between the performance of sub
jects in simulated driving and the performance of subjects in real-world driving. I am 
very impressed by this finding, particularly for the passing maneuvers, where I would 
have predicted that the absence of lateral and rearward visual displays would have re
sulted in extremely unrealistic performance. This similarity and the generally high 
degree of face validity of the simulation certainly suggest that the new simulator might 
be a useful tool for studying particular aspects of the driving process. As to its poten
tial utility for the study of really hazardous situations, we cannot say as much. 

I do not believe that many accidents occur as a result of driver inadequacy in the 
continuous, psychomotor aspects of course-keeping. I think that many accidents do 
occur as the result of distinct blunders or lapses in the perceptual or judgmental as
pects of the process. 

We need studies that will tell us why a driver decides to pull out and pass in the face 
of an oncoming truck and not what trajectory his vehicle will follow before it collides 
with the truck. Accordingly, I would like to see Weir and Wojcik focus their formidable 
experimental and analytical methodology specifically on the study of how the driver per
ceives and processes information, rather than on the mechanisms of how he translates 
the processed information into performance of the driver-vehicle system. 

Phyllis E. Huntington, Federal Highway Administration, 
U.S. Department of Transportation 

The simulator described in the paper was developed for the purpose of studying 
driver control on 2- lane roads under various traffic and environmental conditions. Ex-
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perimental simulator studies were conducted to show the validity of the simulator re
sults when compared with the results of field studies for the same tasks and situations. 
In the field studies, the driver's tasks were those of overtaking and passing under 
various conditions that are described adequately in the paper. It was expected that the 
validation by comparison effort would result in quantitative measures of the degree of 
similarity between the simulator and the real world for the tasks specified. My com
ments are directed at the discussion of the validation effort presented in the paper. 

The validation discussions centered on time history comparisons of the experimental 
variables of steer angle, measured at the front wheels of the vehicle, and lateral de
viation. Other time histories from the field studies were available but were not shown. 
It is inferred from the paper that these other experimental variables were compared 
with the simulator data and are, in the authors' words, "comparable." 

The discussion of the time history comparisons are the only means for this dis
cussant to conclude, along with the researchers, that the validity of the simulator task 
with respect to evoked driver response and performance has been confirmed. It is not 
clear whether there is a figure of merit that should be applied to the simulator results 
to provide some means for determining the limitations of utilizing the simulator for 
measuring driver control responses related to other control tasks. 

The same subject who produced the time histories for the field data was used as a 
subject in the performance of the validating simulator studies. It could be assumed that 
this expert subject would inject less variability in the performance of the same tasks 
and would therefore provide the best data for determining the degree of similarity be
tween the simulator and the real world. Several subjects were used for determining 
the effect of changing the experimental design, i.e., the simulation. This occurred only 
after the researchers had established that the simulator had been, for all intents and 
purposes, validated. The question raised here is whether it is possible to accept the 
results of a single biased subject for establishing validity. 

Eugene Pazera, U.S. Public Health Service 

I am encouraged to find that at least a few people are able to remain concerned with 
or to have the financial support to continue in the field of general-purpose, full-task 
driving simulation development or to do both of these. Our own interests in driver be
havior under the influence of drugs and alcohol preclude field studies for reasons of 
safety. The dearth of activity toward definition of minimum requirements and standards 
for and development of methods for implementation of full driving-task simulation offers 
little hope for sorely needed technological breakthroughs until greater concern, priority, 
and effort are applied in this direction. 

At one end of the spectrum we have complex computer modeling of vehicle dynamics 
and characteristics that, for the most part, exclude a real driver. At the other end, 
because of apparent technological limitations, we have a proliferation of part-task driv
ing simulators such as our own, with rudimentary analogs of normally cue-rich visual 
scenes and often empirically derived control loops assembled to attach specific research 
problems. Often the research problem must be compromised to suit the limitations of 
the testing facility. It is not my intention to denigrate the latter because, with proper 
experimental control, they have been and will continue to be extremely useful in be
havioral research in driving performance. We are continually plagued, however, with 
their limitations and the desire for study of more complex system interactions that re
quire higher fidelity simulation. To approach the goal of a generally useful research 
tool at reasonable cost, we must first define the active interrelationships among driver, 
vehicle, and environment and establish minimum standards of performance. 

It is in this area that I think this paper is most significant-that is, the methodology 
of control theory in measurement of driver-simulator interactions for validation of 
simulator improvements and quantitative determination of the level of driver sensitivity 
to signal input in a specific control loop. Extension of this method to other elements of 
the driving task should be encouraged. It is needed for definitive determination of rel
ative dominance of various signal input channels in real-world multiloop structures or 
of their absence in the simulated environment. Then the simulation can be structured, 
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in the first case, without costly redundancy and with possible avoidance of technological 
barriers and, in the latter case, with cues of at least minimum efficacy present to en
sure valid overall task simulation. 

The use of time-history analysis in the comparison of field and simulator passing 
maneuvers appears to offer face validity for the selected vehicle steering dynamics. 
A word of caution is appropriate, however, because the driver is an extremely adapt
able creature. Unless submitted to appropriate stress in the simulation, he is subject 
to participation in a form of gamesmanship, responding in a normally expected manner 
in spite of abnormal or inappropriate simulator design characteristics. This was found 
to be true with one of our simulators in which the steering angle input was directly pro
portional to lateral velocity rather than to rate. None of our subject drivers has ever 
expressed an awareness of the difference nor shown performance differing substantially 
from normally expected behavior. This suggests that the quality of simulation need 
not in all cases fully replicate the real world to achieve a goal. In our own empirical 
experience, for example, design effort toward high-fidelity sound appears less signifi
cant than provision of accurate somesthetic feedback in the form of steering wheel and 
floor pan shakers. Similarly, we may not need complex and costly moving bases to 
replicate acceleration cues once we have determined the character of the driver's re
sponse to such feedback. It may only be qualitative in nature, and rudimentary pres
ence may be adequate for simulation. 

A considerable amount of work-and much more support-is needed to further the 
quality of simulation to permit more sophisticated research in driving behavior, par
ticularly in improvement of visual field size and resolution and in introduction of ap
propriate levels of proprioceptive and somesthetic cues to close control loops associ
ated with braking, curve handling, speed control, and emergency behavior. The authors 
are to be commended for significant progress in improvement of the UCLA driving 
simulator, and I hope that their activities in this area will be continued. 

AUTHORS' CLOSURE 
The discussants' points are well taken, and we appreciate their interest and en

couragement. To the questions raised, we offer these brief closing remarks. 
With regard to Dugoff's discussion, these comments can be made. The available 

acceleration was unusually large (for a standard station wagon) in the 50- to 60-mph 
speed range, but the subject drivers soon learned to use an appropriate level of per
formance that was less than the maximum available throttle control. 

Providing high-fidelity kinesthetic feedback can be a difficult problem, and to do it 
properly with an unassisted steering system would require a good electrohydraulic 
force feedback system (or the equivalent). In the UCLA driving simulator the problem 
is alleviated by the presence of power steering, and the subjective result is realistic. 

Driver information acquisition and decision processes are indeed important in the 
precrash phase of the driving task, and the UCLA simulator is well suited to studies 
of this kind. In fact, concurrent research programs at UCLA are investigating the 
effects of various drugs and alcohol on things such as driver decisions, judgments, 
and attentional workload. Nevertheless, maneuvers and disturbance regulation are 
involved in nearly all phases of driving, and they can have an important effect on set 
decision processes, performance with a given environmental disturbance, ability to 
avoid an imminent collision, and so forth. This is particularly true when the vehicle's 
handling properties degrade or the input levels increase, resulting in an increase in 
the driver's workload. The perceptual processes are a central concern in our studies 
of the driver-vehicle control problem. 

With regard to Huntington's discussion, several observations can be made. The 
previous published field results consisted of transient response measures pertinent to 
the discrete steering maneuvers that characterize overtaking and passing. While not 
time-averaged, these transient responses do have quantitative features such as rate 
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of lane change, overshoot in opposite lane, rate of pull-in, and residual oscillations. 
These features were compared with those of the corresponding simulator data. The 
specific comparisons were not published because of space limitations, but they are 
given elsewhere (!). 

A figure of merit for evaluating simulators would be very useful. This might be 
some combination of random and discrete objective tests, parameters of the visual 
display, and a suitable subjective rating summary. At the same time, there is a great 
need to define performance measures for use in studying driver control processes and 
for the general quantification of driver-vehicle safety performance. 

Validation of any simulation with corresponding measurements under equivalent 
full-scale field conditions is difficult to achieve, and one tends to make the most of 
available resources. In this case we were fortunate to avoid many of the difficulties, 
even to the extent of using the same driver subjects. This allowed the effect of inter
subject variability to be removed. Insofar as transfer of training effects from field to 
simulator were not significant, each subject was his own control, and any observed 
differences would have been due to task differences. This could result from the lack 
of vestibular cues, changes in the visual field content, or a programmed change in 
handling dynamics. Because important differences did not occur for the tasks studied, 
the simulation was deemed to be representative. 

Pazera points out that fidelity of the simulation is an important problem, including 
the amount required with respect to each attribute. This highlights again the very 
fundamental question of measuring performance. A valid measure should be sensitive 
to the simulator's properties and the nature of the driver's response. We have shown 
the describing function to be a sensitive measure of the form of the driver's control 
response in random input tasks and one that changes with the vehicle's handling prop
erties and available perceptual cues. It is only a partial description in the larger frame 
that encompasses maneuvers and decision processes and that embodies the overall 
question of safety performance as it reflects and relates to accident causation. 



PREVIEW-PREDICTOR MODEL OF DRIVER BEHAVIOR 
IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS 
C. V. Kroll, Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc. 

This paper summarizes a research task directed toward development of a 
modified version of the BPR-CAL computer simulation of automobile dy
namics. In particular, a nonlinear model of driver behavior has been 
formulated and incorporated into a "noncollision" version of the vehicle 
simulation. The nonlinear formulations have been aimed at producing a 
closed-loop control mechanism suitable for use in the investigation of 
driver behavior in emergency and pre collision situations, specifically those 
situations involving maneuvers at or near the limits of vehicle and driver 
control. The developed model is described, and its responses are dis
cussed. 

• EXTENSIVE RESEARCH of the dynamics of the driver-vehicle-roadway system has 
been conducted during the last decade. The results of this work yield considerable in
sight into the linear or quasi-linear relationships that describe observed driver behav
ior under "normal" or small disturbance driving conditions. However, such relation
ships do not yield valid predictions of system dynamics at or near the limits of vehicle 
controllability because of the highly nonlinear behavior of vehicle and driver. 

In the critical or emergency period immediately preceding a potential accident, the 
resolution of the accident situation can be greatly altered by driver control inputs. 
The driver control mechanism that produces these vehicle control inputs and the re
sultant vehicle responses quite often exceed the range of applicability of the aforemen
tioned linear or quasi-linear analyses. A valid model of driver behavior in these critical 
or emergency situations involving maneuvers at or near the upper limits of vehicle 
controllability will permit comprehensive investigations of accident dynamics with the 
ultimate goal of providing guidance for reduction of the incidence and severity of auto
mobile accidents. To this end a nonlinear multifunctional driver model has been devel
oped and is described here. 

The driver model includes data sampling, path prediction, detection thresholds, 
nonlinear gains, multiple-error sampling, and decision-making logic (!). The basic 
vehicle model used is the well-validated, nonlinear, three-dimensional formulation of 
simultaneous automobile ride and cornering dynamics by McHenry and DeLeys (,ID. 
Because of the absence of linear limitations on the vehicle model, the driver model is 
unrestricted, except by its own limitations, in its range of performance. As yet, a 
detailed study of the validity of the driver model has not been conducted. However, 
approximate values for the model parameters have been used to perform a qualitative 
analysis of the model behavior. The driver model is not intended to constitute a com
prehensive description of nonlinear driver behavior. It does, however, incorporate 
several formulations that will allow further investigation of the upper limits of stability 
in the driver-vehicle system. 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL DRIVER MODEL 

The driver model includes several modes of operation: path following, speed main
tenance, speed change, and skid recovery (Fig. 1). A data-sampling scheme similar 
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to the one investigated by Kriefeld (.1) is incorporated and operates once every DT 
seconds. Significant changes in model output have been pr oduced by this mechani sm, 
i ncluding improved correlation with recorded nonlinear responses of human oper
ators (.1). 

It should be noted that the threshold-indifference levels to be mentioned in the fol
lowing sections are single parameters representing the minimum detection level for 
that particular control input or, if the driver chooses not to act until a higher value 
is reached, the minimum indifference level for that control input. 

Path Following 

The path-following mode of operation is a preview-predictor mechanism similar to 
those already described in the literature (1, .§_, .§). The driver model predicts the ve
hicle position and orientation at some future time and compares this prediction with 
the previewed desired path to generate an error signal. 

In the calculation of the predicted path, the model assumes that the vehicle will 
maintain its present velocity vector except for the continuous effect of the estimated 
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lateral acceleration, ay, due to the front wheel steer angle, 1/Jy. This estimated ac
celeration is calculated from the relationship 

u/ · 1/JF 
ay = ------- (1) 

L · (1 + Kd · u;) 

where Ur is the magnitude of the vehicle velocity vector, Kd is a performance parameter 
characterizing the understeer-oversteer properties of the vehicle, and Lis the wheel
base of the vehicle. 

Error determinations, ei, are made between the predicted and the previewed paths 
at N evenly spaced points, ll.S inches apart. The magnitude of the error at each point 
(Fig. 2) is measured in a direction perpendicular to the predicted path at that point. 

The lateral acceleration required to displace the path of the vehicle by e 1 at a dis
tance d1 ahead of the vehicle is 

Therefore, the change in front-wheel steer angle, fl.1/JF, required to nullify the error 
e1 is 

2 • L · (l +Kdur2) 
----.,,....--- . el 

ct/ 

(2) 

(3) 

These error estimates are weighted to account for the reduction in lateral acceler
ation required to nullify errors at farther distances ahead of the vehicle. If an impor
tant weighting factor is added and ll.S · i is substituted for d1 , then the average required 
change in front-whee l steer angle, t:i."if,F becomes 

1 N 2 · L ·(l + Kd · u/ ) 
fl.if = N L ( ')2 · WI1 · e1 (4) 

i=l ll.S · l 

DES I RED PATH 

x' 

PRED IC [ED PATH 

Figure 2. Error calculation . 



or 

Ll~r = KP L WE1 · Wl1 · e1 
i= 

where 

WE 1 = l/i2, error weighting function; 
WI 1 importance weighting function; and 

KP = [2 · L · (1 + Kdu/ ))/tN · '1S2
) , control gain. 
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(5) 

Limitations must be placed on the driver model outputs to ensure that they fall 
within the ranges of human dynamic capabilities. To this end a pure filter mechanism 
has been added to the steer output stage. This filter incorporates a time delay, T, a 
possible lead term, TL , and a lag term, T1 , each of which is a variable input of the 
model. This filter structure corresponds to a first-order neuromuscular model of the 
human operator (Fig. 3). 

When this filter is incorporated, the steer output, AI/Jrit), due to the error detected 
at time tJ, is 

(6) 

where µ(t - t J - r) is the unit step function. 
The time functional form of the actual steer angle is merely the sum of the j inde

pendent responses. 
t / DT 

I/Jr (t) = [ Lll/ir/t) (7) 

j=l 

The front-wheel steer angle (instead of the steering wheel position) was not used pre
viously because the available version of the vehicle model (1) did not include simulation 
of the steering linkage. Therefore , a simple gain mechanism was assumed and directly 
incorporated into the model gain. 

Speed Control 

Operating simultaneously with the path-following mode is either the speed change 
mode or the speed maintenance mode. The speed control section of the driver model 
is much less complex than the path-following mode . 

To execute a speed change, the model determines the difference between the desired 
and the actual speed of the vehicles , fl V, and attempts to nullify this difference within 
a prespecified distance, DIST. To accomplish this, the model determines how much 
time remains in which it must accomplish the task, DIST/ur, and divides the velocity 

0 
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Figure 3. Neuromuscular filter characteristics. 
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error by this time, yielding a desired rate of acceleration, D... That is, 

D - l::.V 
ax - (DIST /ur) (8) 

At each sample time DIST is updated to reflect the distance that the vehicle moved, 
and Ur is redetermined to reflect the effects of the acceleration. For a speed mainte
nance task, DIST is not periodically updated; therefore, the desired acceleration is 
proportional to the velocity error times the vehicle velocity. 

The driver model assumes that the vehicle will experience actual accelerations that 
are linearly proportional to accelerator pedal deflection, APD, and the applied brake 
pedal force, FB, and applies the appropriate inputs to the vehicle torque systems. 

Threshold-indifference levels T .1 and T .2 are applied for positive and negative /l V 
levels respectively as well as a braking indifference level, Tb. When D.,<-Tb the model 
applies the brakes, in addition to decreasing the accelerator pedal deflection to zero, in 
an effort to reduce vehicle speed. 

Skid Recovery 

The skid-recovery mode of model behavior is activated only if the vehicle slip angle, 
Be, exceeds a threshold-indifference level, TR1 (Fig. 4). The severity of the skid is de
termined by comparison of 0c with a second (higher) threshold, TR2- For skids of low 
severity (%1<8c<TR2), the brake pedal force and accelerator pedal deflection are set to 
zero; the steering control remains under the path-following mode. If the skid is of 
high severity (6c > TR2), the driver model abandons the path-following mode and, in
stead, attempts to orient the vehicle so that its heading is colinear with its velocity 
vector. This is done by means of a simple gain mechanism operating on the error be
tween the front-wheel steer angle and the vehicle slip angle. These steer commands 
are filtered, as in the path-following mode, before being applied to the vehicle. 

SAMPLE RUNS 

Several computer runs representing typical driving maneuvers were selected for 
initial check-out of the driver model. The particular maneuvers were chosen because 
of their relationship to the resolution of critical and emergency situations and also be
cause of the ease with which they may be experimentally validated. 

The first example was a constant velocity run at 30 mph along path A, a straight
line path with a step change of 12 ft. This maneuver demonstrates an emergency lane
change situation. The sample run shown in Figure 5 exhibits relatively minor overshoot 
and has a correspondingly small error-correction phase after the primary maneuver. 

x' 

/ 

y ' 

Figure 4. Vehicle slip angle. 

Other runs along this path (not shown) were 
conducted with various combinations of the total 
number of sample points along the predicted 
path, N, and the control gain, KP. These runs 
showed that the model output was smoothed with 
increasing N up to a maximum value of 7, be
yond which negligible change occurred in the 
output. Variation of Kp demonstrated all regions 
of stability from totally unstable, through oscil
latory, to critically damped response. 

The second example run was along a constant 
straight-line path and involved two speed changes 
from an initial speed of 8 mph. An increase to 
40 mph was attempted within 166. 7 ft at 0.3 sec 
and then a decrease to 8 mph within 83.3 ft was 
attempted at 5.0 sec. The initial speed change 
from 8 mph to 40 mph was completed in 134 ft 
(Fig. 6). The model then entered the speed 
maintenance mode at 40 mph. At 5.0 sec into 
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the run, the deceleration was initiated and the final desired speed was reached within 
95 ft. Once again the model entered the speed maintenance mode, where it remained 
until completion of the run. 

The discrepancies between the desired distances and the actual distances are due to 
a method of updating DIST for the speed-change mode and also to the fact that Ur is set 
equal to the vehicle forward velocity at the beginning of each sample period and thus, 
for that period, gives an underestimate of the vehicle speed for the acceleration cal
culations and an overestimate for the deceleration calculations. 

A series of 3 runs, examples 3 , 4, and 5, involved tracking path B, a left turn with 
an average radius of approximately 200 ft over level terrain. For run 3 a constant 
speed of 30 mph was maintained. For run 4 a speed change from 30 mph to O mph 
within 60 ft , initiated 5.0 sec into the run , was also executed . Run 5 involved a skid
recovery maneuver at 40 mph. The vehicle paths for these runs are shown in Figure 7, 
along with the desired path. 

A comparison of runs 3 and 4 illustrates the effects of vehicle speed in otherwise 
identical maneuvers. Figure 8 shows a comparison of front-wheel steer angles for the 
two runs. It can be seen that , as the vehicle in run 4 slowed to a stop, both the ampli
tude and frequency of the steer angle commands were reduced until a final steady value 
of -2.1 deg was achieved as the vehicle came to rest before completing the turn. It 
was originally expected that the braking action during the turn would induce a skid and 
allow the driver model to exercise the skid-control routine. However, although there 
was a significant increase in the vehicle slip angle and yaw velocity when the brakes 
were applied (Figs. 9 and 10) , the application was not sufficient to induce skidding. 

In run 5 the initial vehicle velocity was sufficiently high to induce a rear-wheel-first 
skid during the attempted cornering maneuver . The skid was successfully detected by 
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Figure 8. Front-wheel steer angles-runs 3 and 4. 
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the driver model and the appropriate skid control maneuvers were initiated. Because 
both skid thresholds were exceeded, the model responded simultaneously with the 
proper wheel torque commands and steer angle commands. A minor programming 
error prevented the model from reentering the path-following mode. Instead, it con
tinued to track the vehicle velocity vector until the end of the run. 

Variations in the skid control gain, Ks, produced variations in the degree of success 
in controlling the skid. Figure 11 shows a time history of the front-wheel steer angles 
for a successfully controlled skid. From this and other runs with various values of Ks, 
it was shown that a gain, which is either too high or too low, will result in instability 
and aggravation of the skid. 

CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS 

The results of the check-out runs have demonstrated several aspects of the model 
behavior. The model has successfully exercised all phases of driver control of the 
simulated vehicle, including path-following, speed-maintenance, speed-change, and 
skid-recovery maneuvers. 

Through these and other runs it has been shown that the model responds in the 
manner expected of human drivers for all situations tested thus far. The model is 
sensitive to the extent of visibility and type of task. For example, it was found that 
having the error farther ahead of the vehicle more heavily weighted resulted in better 
performance along path A. However, weighting the error close to the vehicle more 
heavily weighted resulted in better performance along path B. These weightings would 
correspond to sighting farther down the road to correct straight-lane positioning and 
concentrating more heavily on the road immediately in front of the vehicle for turns 
and curves. 

By varying the threshold levels for indifference to errors and the control gains, the 
apparent awareness of the driver model can be altered, including significant variations 
in skid-control ability. Identical circumstances were used to vary the simulated per
formance from virtually no loss of vehicle control to complete inability to guide the 
vehicle. 

The smoothness with which the model operates is also variable. It was found that 
increasing the number of sample points tended to smooth the driver model steer output. 
However, an increase of the number of sample points to more than seven was found to 
have no effect on the motion of the vehicle. 

As stated previously, no detailed correlation of driver behavior with model output 
has been conducted as yet primarily because of t&e lack of published data compatible 
with the nature of the proposed model. 
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USE OF SIMULATION IN A STUDY INVESTIGATING 
ALERTNESS DURING LONG-DISTANCE, 
LOW-EVENT DRIVING 
E. Donald Sussman, Robert C. Sugarman, and James R. Knight, 

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc. , Buffalo, New York 

•THE PURPOSE of the investigation was to (a) identify interactions of the vehicle, 
driver, and the road environment that tend to reduce driver alertness; (b) objectively 
measure these decrements in alertness; and (c) delineate a program of research aimed 
at the development of countermeasures to reduce decrements in alertness. The study 
was performed in 3 phases: a review of the pertinent literature, an experimental study, 
and suggested future research and possible methods of reducing the effects of decreased 
alertness. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

This paper deals with the experimental phase of the study that was concerned with 
the effects of task complexity, acoustic noise level, and duration of trip on measures 
of alertness. A more detailed discussion of the other phases of research can be found 
elsewhere (1). In the interests of economy, precision, and safety, the study was con
ducted by using the CAL driving simulator. This is a computer-based simulator that 
provides an auditory, visual, and motion environment similar to that encountered in 
on-road driving situations. The simulator consists of the components described in the 
following sections. 

Hydraulically Actuated Base 

A hydraulically actuated base capable of ±40 deg in yaw (rotation about the Z-axis) 
and ± 10 deg in roll (rotation about the X-axis) was used. The response of the base in 
both degrees of freedom is of 2 Hz bandwidth. The drive for the platform is of rela
tively low power because it was assembled from the top-raising mechanisms of a con
vertible. There are two motor-pump units. The motor-pump units are not run con
tinuously with a valve to control flow but are driven by a pulse-width-modulated ampli
fier to control motor speed. A 12-volt lead-acid automobile battery was used as a 
power source. It was capable of supplying 60-ampere peak currents. 

One of the motor-pump units drives a hydraulic cylinder that moves the platform in 
yaw. The other drives it in roll. Each cylinder is connected to a linear potentiometer 
that measures platform motion. These signals are fed back to the computer that com
pares the platform position to the desired position and drives the amplifiers with the 
error signals. 

Driver Control Station 

A driver control station mounted on the base includes an adjustable seat, a dashboard 
with a speedometer and a button for signaling the experimenter, a steering wheel, an 
accelerator pedal, and a brake pedal. The control dynamics are passive in terms of 
feedback and approximate power steering, power brakes, and an ordinary accelerator. 

Sponsored by Committee on Simulation of Driving Task and presented at the 50th Annual Meeting. 
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Visual Display System 

A visual display system is composed of a 4-channel oscilloscope, a Schmidt projector, 
a rear projection screen, and a Fresnel collimating lens. The cathode ray tube (CRT) 
was removed from the oscilloscope and mounted in the Schmidt projector. The projector 
has sufficient brightness to produce a clearly visible image in a darkened room. The 
rear projection screen is curved so that the image remains the same distance from the 
subject as the platform moves in yaw and so that the image will stay more nearly in the 
curved surface of focus of the projector. The Fresnel lens is used to increase the ap
parent distance to the highway. The system provides a field of view of ±25 deg horizon
tally and ±20 deg vertically. 

The signals that represent the highway are generated on the computer and modified 
to show correct perspective from the position and attitude of the vehicle. The highway 
is represented by 3 separate lines corresponding to the centerline and sidelines and a 
filler or lighter area as the road surface. A variably graduated neutral density filter 
is used over the projection lens. This filter causes the image to be dimmest at the 
point where the road appears to converge, effectively enhancing the illusion of depth. 
The voltages that represent the sides and centerlines of the road are produced by pass
ing a sine wave through a double Schmidt trigger producing a staircase wave form. The 
image is generated from the bottom up at a rate of 30 times per second. 

This voltage becomes the horizontal drive of an oscilloscope, whereas a vertical sweep 
signal is provided by a decaying exponential voltage that approximates an inverse dis
tance function. The roadside voltage is multiplied by this sweep voltage to produce the 
correct convergence to infinity (the vanishing point). This produces a road picture in 
correct perspective from the center of the road. Because the rate of change of the 
sweep voltage is smaller at greater distances, the apparent distance between succes
sive side markers decreases appropriately. The image appears to move because the 
initial conditions for the sine wave oscillator are provided by a second low-frequency 
oscillator that runs continuously at a rate proportional to vehicle speed. 

Changes in perspective resulting from changes in vehicle position on the road are 
included in the display by adding a voltage proportional to vehicle position to the stair
case voltage before it is multiplied by the perspective circuit. This tends to move the 
near elements of the picture without shifting the vanishing point. Yaw and roll are not 
provided electronically in the image but by rotation of the simulator. 

Analog Computer 

An EAI model TR-48 analog computer performs 3 basic tasks. First, it accepts the 
driver's input signals and externally produced disturbance signals and produces output 
signals representing the motion of the vehicle that is being represented by a vehicle dy
namics model. Second, the computer closes the position servo loops for the motion 
platform. That is, the compensating dynamics to make the closed-loop servo suffi
ciently stable and fast are programmed on the computer. Third, it generates the road
way signals for the projection system. The motion platform servos and the display gen
erator use the vehicle motion signals as inputs. The equations of motion programmed 
on the computer may be easily modified to represent changes in such vehicle parame'ters 
as the steering ratio or roll-axis position. Speed changes due to the use of the brake or 
accelerator are represented by changing the apparent speed of the road image, the equa
tions of motion, and the reading on the speedometer. 

The simulated speed may be controlled in either of 2 ways: (a) in the normal control 
mode, the driver can control the speed by using his accelerator and brake; and (b) in 
the automatic mode, the computer controls the speed. The driver can disengage the 
automatic control by applying the brake. Release of the brake reengages the speed con
troller. In both modes, the simulator is capable of speeds ranging between 14 and 70 mph. 

Acoustic Display 

Measurements of noise contours in selected vehicles were performed by using an 
octave band noise analyzer. Acoustic noise contours similar to those measured in on
road operation were provided by filtering the signal from a white noise generator. The 
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resulting filtered output was amplified and reproduced by using 3 high-fidelity speaker 
systems. 

External Events 

The EAI computer, in conjunction with a pseudo-random noise generator, provides 
external perturbations that are used to simulate external wind gusts and road irregu
larities. The perturbations are provided to ensure that the driver makes periodic cor
rections in order to remain on the road. Because the noise signals are derived from a 
binary sequence, all subjects received the same perturbations at the same point in the 
experiment. The computer, in conjunction with a function generator, provides a sim
ulated tire blowout. A de offset in yaw and roll, a 0.5-Hz oscillation in roll, and a 
0.5-Hz acoustic signal on the background acoustic noise were used to achieve an event 
resembling a blowout. 

EXPERIMENTAL RATIONALE 

The research effort was aimed at the study of changes in driver alertness during 
long-duration, low-event driving. The phenomena measured fell into 2 basic classes: 
measures of changes in skills or ability thought to be basic to safe driving and measures 
of changes in physiological parameters that have been hypothesized to be correlated 
with decreased alertness. 

Independent Variables 

It was hypothesized that acoustic noise, task complexity, and task duration were the 
independent variables that would affect the onset of decreases in driver alertness. 

Acoustic Noise-Acoustic noise may be considered a stressor in the driving condi
tion. As indicated in the literature, extremely high noise levels lead to increased fa
tigue. However, it was necessary for the purposes of this study to determine whether 
noise levels of the magnitude of those commonly encountered in on-road driving would 
lead to variations in alertness. Furthermore, the effect of extremely low noise levels 
on alertness was of interest. In particular, it was necessary to determine whether 
very low noise levels would tend to enhance alertness or degrade it in long-duration, 
low-event driving. 

To this end, sound level measurements were made in actual vehicles that represented 
low, moderate, and high acoustic noise environments. From the measured noise levels 
of these vehicles, equivalent noise contours were generated and used to represent the 
3 levels of an independent variable representing acoustic noise amplitude. With regard 
to the effect of noise, it was hypothesized that both high and low noise levels would have 
a detrimental effect on alertness-a high noise environment would increase the rapidity 
of the development of fatigue and a low noise environment would lull or soothe the driver 
into reduced alertness. 

Task Complexity-Task complexity was also of interest. Although it was usually 
found in our literature review that drastic reductions in information input to an operator 
result in decreased alertness , the effects of decreasing output demands on the operator 
are not clear. To apply this to the on-road situation, we asked the question, Does sim
plifying the driver's task by providing for automatic control of vehicle speed reduce the 
driver's alertness? The answer to this question was ascertained by examining 2 levels 
of task complexity: a low task complexity situation, in which the speed was automati
cally controlled and could be overriden in emergencies, and a moderate task complexity 
situation, in which the driver had to control speed throughout the simulated trip. 

Task Duration-The effect of duration of drive is of great importance. Although it 
is to be expected that the probability of degradations in alertness increases with time, 
the magnitude of this increase and the relative rate at which this degradation increases 
are of interest. Does degradation in alertness begin immediately, or does it require 
hours to manifest itself? Do degradations quickly reach an asymptote, or do a series 
of plateaus occur representing different components of a complex process? In short, 
it was hypothesized that there would be increased degradation of alertness along time. 
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All subjects were tested for 4 hours. Performance was recorded continuously during 
Lhis period. 

During this experiment, the subject encountered the following kinds of events: 

1. Ramp stimulus was a brightening light that appeared at the convergence point of 
the road. The subject was expected to respond to it much as he would to the high beams 
of a car approaching on the highway. The subject encountered this once during practice, 
17 times during the experiment, and once during the post-experiment test. 

2. Avoidance of an emergency situation involved asking the subject to avoid an object 
that appeared to be approaching him. This occurred 3 times during the experiment. 

3. Hills were only encountered by subjects in the moderate task complexity condition. 
Hills were indicated by a slowing of the projected display and a change in the speedom
eter. Subjects were expected to correct speed changes, due to the hill, through use of 
the accelerator. The simulated hill occurred 4 times during the experiment. 

4. In blowout situation, the subject encountered an abrupt change in the motion pa
rameters of the simulator similar to a blowout. The subject was expected to maintain 
control of the vehicle during the blowout. This occurred once during the experiment. 

The 6 treatment conditions and the 4 orders of emergency presentation result in 24 
possible treatment-order combinations. The sequence in which the treatment-order 
combinations were tested was obtained by randomly assigning treatment order to test 
dates. A random permutation of the 24 test dates was applied to the treatment-order 
combination. The randomized order was repeated twice in order to provide a sequence 
for 48 subjects. 

Dependent Variables 

The following dependent variables were recorded and analyzed: 

1. Integrated absolute road position error during normal driving; 
2. Frequency of 2-deg steering wheel reversals; 
3. Integrated absolute road position error during a simulated emergency (blowout); 
4. Response latency to a light that increases in itensity from zero to a maximum; 
5. Integrated absolute velocity error; and 
6. Frequency of occurrence of alpha rhythm in the occipital EEG's of the subject. 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

The data to be analyzed, with one exception, represent repeated measures on sub
jects over time. An analysis of differences between the curves representing the per
formances of subjects within treatment groups was performed. In such tests, if the 
data are parametric, coefficients of orthogonal polynomials representing various order 
polynomials (linear, quadratic, and cubic) are fitted to the data for each subject. 

A coefficient representing the degree to which each subject's data fit the trend under 
test is computed. An analysis of variance on the coefficient representing the fit of each 
subject's score to the polynomial under question is then performed for each trend anal
ysis. 

The analyses of the result revealed the following: 

1. The driver's ability to maintain his vehicle on the road under low-event conditions 
decreases linearly with time over 4 hours (p <0.01, F = 7.58 U,42]). 

2. The rate of steering wheel corrections made by the driver decreases linearly with 
time over 4 hours (p <0.01, F = 22 [1,42]). 

3. On a per subject basis, there is a significant negative correlation (¢ = 0.54) be
tween position error and steedng wheel correction (p <0.001, )<

2 = 18.55). This may be 
taken to indicate that either the subject perceptually samples his road position less fre
quently after driving a number of hours or he processes and reacts to his road position 
less frequently over long-duration driving. 

4. Measurements of position accuracy during a simulated emergency indicate that 
the driver is less likely to be able to control his vehicle accurately during an emergency 
after 4 hours of driving than after 1 hour of driving (p <0.05, F = 3.0 [3,24]), and that 
this decrease in control during the emergency is most severe when the driver has been 
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exposed to a high level of acoustic noise (p <0.05, F = 3.62 [2,36] ). 
5. Analysis of occipital EEG recordings, using a Wilcoxon matched pair signed ranks 

test, reveals an overall increase in the frequency of occurrences of alpha bursts for all 
subjects (p <0.004). 

The greatest economy and maximum experimental precision was achieved in the study 
by using a driving simulator. Use of the simulator provided for complete control of 
traffic, roadway, and meteorological variables that might have reduced the precision of 
an on-road experiment. Such conditions might include variations in traffic density, road 
surfaces, ambient light, and weather. The simulator provided for greater economy in 
that it did not require rotating or full-time observers to accompany the driver during 
the experiment. 

The fidelity of simulators is often questioned. An argument can usually be made that 
the simulation of any event does not sufficiently represent the real world. The authors 
feel, however, that this study represents an example of good matching of the capabilities 
of a simulator and the requirements of the task. The task of driving on a superhighway 
at night typically requires the driver to operate the vehicle at constant speed because 
he encounters very few other vehicles. He_is provided with a low density of visual inputs be
cause he can see only that part of the road illuminated by his headlights. His control 
maneuvers are limited to maintaining his lane position and speed and avoiding the occa
sional obstacle by temporarily changing lanes. Except for a car radio, the driver hears 
only the road, wind, and engine noise, or any other noise of his own making, such as 
singing. Additional information may come from instrument lights or gages, but changes 
in the status of these gages are infrequent. 

Each of these requirements is an attribute of the CAL driving simulator. The visual 
display provides the essentials of a headlight-illuminated roadway. It shows the center
line and road edge markings, but the brightness of these lines diminishes with apparent 
distance until they disappear at the limits of the headlight beam. No horizon-is visible, 
nor are any features seen that are off the roadway, Because the road markings are 
computer-generated, the changes in perspective are faithfully reproduced as the auto
mobile makes changes in road position. Obviously, the detail available in the real world 
or in simulators using recorded displays on film or video tape is not required to match 
the visual requirements of the present task. 

The few occurrences of obstacles or signals were appropriate for a low-event driv
ing task. Although low in number, the events were sufficient to provide a statistically 
meaningful experimental design. No car radio was available for distraction; however, 
simulated road noise was played and the drivers were free to sing to themselves or pro
vide other verbal distractions for themselves. The physiological instrumentation also 
permitted them to change their posture, if desired. Subjects were provided with a speed
ometer that indicated simulated speed. 

Motion simulation was available and was necessary because in some cases the first 
cue a bored driver responds to is not visual but is some change in the "feel" of the ve
hicle. The motions of the driver's station were coupled to the changes in the visual 
perspective as the vehicle changed in roll and yaw during road position changes. The 
compatibility of the vision and motion cues resulted in a strong subjective feeling of 
being in control of an automobile. 

Simulation was selected as an appropriate technique for this study. However, each 
research problem must be examined carefully to determine whether simulation is ap
propriate and what sort of simulation techniques will be most efficacious. Research 
into other problem areas (car-following behavior, sign recognition and comprehension, 
or changes in control precision due to driver aging) might require widely different sim
ulation techniques. Finally, in the event that simulation is chosen and an appropriate 
technique is available, serious consideration should be given to on-road validation of 
the findings of a simulator study. 

In short, each type of research problem requires a decision as to which kind of sim
ulation technique is appropriate or, alternatively, whether full-scale testing, or some 
combination of simulation and full-scale testing, would be most efficacious. In line 
with the preceding considerations, it is anticipated that the results of the study described 
here will be validated in a full-scale on-road study. 
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